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The F4C world champs project
Having made the team for the next Scale 
World Championships in Sweden next 
July, my thoughts turned to a more suitable 
aircraft. I had intended to use the F-100 
Super Sabre but by accident I discovered 
that the method used to make this  aircraft 
would involve a loss of many points in the 
static judging. The International rules for 
a scale world championship are known as 
F4C and comprise two tasks, both of which 
are subjectively judged. One task is the 
static judging and the other the flight judg-
ing and each are worth fifty percent of the 
maximum score. 

In the static judging section your model 
is compared to the documentation you have 
submitted and points deducted for any dis-
crepancy between the this and the model. 
The static judging is broken down into 
many sections with the major one being the 
accuracy of the model’s outlines, as it is 
worth 45% of the static score. And this was 
the problem with the F-100, while I made 
the fuselage, I did not make the mould. 
And even though I had to make consider-
able changes to the moulded fuselage to 
match the documentation it would still 
incur a loss of points.

As mentioned both the model’s con-
struction and the flying are subjectively 
judged and the judges award points on how 
well you perform the two tasks. An analy-
sis of the vagaries of subjective judging 
would fill the entire magazine, however the 
kernel of truth is that you have to impress 
the judges with your performance. And it’s 
more than building a model and doing a 
good job of flying it. Your entire approach 
has to be professional so that when you 
present to the judges, you capture their 
attention and they are of the opinion that 
“this guy knows what it is about.”

At any competition with a large entry 
level the judges are faced with an onerous 
task, judging one after another and to do 
the job properly their level of concentration 
is extremely high. When Bob, looking a bit 
untidy, presents and the engine won’t start 
or the model is a bit ratty, the judges just 
relax a bit and Bob has lost already. When 
Bill, turned out in an attractive uniform, 
presents with a well built and documented 
model, the engine fires up straight away 
and he puts in a no problem flight, Bill has 
earned his halo factor. 

So its easy to be critical of the judges, 
but they are just like you and me, less 
than perfect. And I can assure you that 
after judging at a couple of world cham-
pionships, no matter how hard you try, it 
is impossible to maintain a one hundred 
percent concentration level over a day, then 
another day and so on. Remember that as 
a flyer, you have to concentrate for just 

The assembled documentation. The cost alone makes an ARF pretty cheap.

The comparison.  The orange line represents the scanned three view fuselage outline.

Working with wood. The fuselage former drawings are pasted onto the wood and 
cut out with a jig saw. Then they are clamped to the fuselage jig and stringering 

commences. “TGFC”. Thank God for cyano!
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your flight, the judge has to concentrate for 
every flight.

Competing at a world championship 
entails subjecting yourself to a lot of pres-
sure, the time and money spent getting 
there, the expectation of those back home 
all add up. So the choice of a model is vital 
in minimising that pressure. Number one is 
that it should be ultra reliable and be fully 
debugged long before the event. Second 
is that it should be easy to fly, so you can 
concentrate on the task without having any 
doubts as to your ability to fly it well. 

Looking at the results of previous world 
championships, they appear to be domi-
nated by large, early model biplanes. Lots 
of fiddly bits to get the static judges atten-
tion but technically simple and can be built 
with a range of hand tools. An ideal subject 
when you only get points for the parts you 
made yourself.  So what did I choose?

A sixth scale Grumman Panther, jet of 
course, with a traditional layout and lots 
of wing area and a very curvy fuselage. 
Very technical with retracts, brakes, four 
flaps with the centre ones double hinged, 
deployable speed brakes and a droop lead-
ing edge. A retractable tail skid and arrestor 
hook. Plus an opening sliding canopy and 
as a carrier based aircraft the outer wing 
panels fold, rockets mounted under the 

The PRoJeCT

Then its a plankathon using 2mm balsa sheet. Those handy plastic clamps can be bought 
at the $2 shops.

wing, so there is lots of hi tech stuff to 
hopefully impress the static judges.

To make all this yourself you need ac-
cess to a lathe and mill which of course I 
have, so the plan is to make everything to 

gain maximum static points. With a straight 
tapered wing, stabiliser up the back and 
a light wing loading the Panther should 
be an easy to fly model. Also the wing 
section is an NACA 64-A012, 12 % thick 
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Can’t work without tools. A Master 
Airscrew balsa stripper for making 

stringers. A Permagrit sander for getting 
those edges on the foam core stabs straight 

and a Permagrit sanding slotter to  clean 
up after a mistake.

The titanium sheet wing folding hinge. 
The aluminium bit is the front of the 

retract mount. The main spar is two sheets 
of 3mm aircraft grade ply with 190G 
carbon fibre sandwiched between.

Lots of dinky little bits needed. This is 
the drive to couple the lower and upper 
rudder halves. The upper rudder and fin 

are removable to minimise the size of the 
model transportation box.

Wren Turbines. Setting 
the standard in small 

turbine engines.

MW 54 MK3 Thrust 11 pounds @ 160,000rpm.  
Diameter    89mm. Length 69mm. 
Weight 780 grams. Available as a kit or 
fully assembled. Both with fuel pump and 
Fadec controller. Kit:  ---------------- $3150  
Assembled:  ---------------------------- $3300

Now available the MW54  
Super Sport at 8KG of thrust.

MW54 turbo prop.
Available as a kit or 
fully assembled. 
Both with fuel pump 
and Fadec controller.

Plans and parts for MW54 sizes are also available.
All prices are subject to exchange rate variations.

Perth R/C Models & hobbies
454 Newcastle Street. West Perth. 6005
Ph: 08 9328 8986. Fax: 08 9328 8932

email: perthrc@perthrc.com.au.   
www.perthrc.com.au

MW44 
The smallest 
commercial 
turbine in the 
world

$3650
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Complete kit
$7,500

Turbine wheels and 
cast nozzle guide 

vanes for the home 
builder

Plus: Fuel pumps
Fadec controllers

BVM kits and  
accessories

to provide plenty of room for servos and 
a nice rounded leading edge to soften the 
stall characteristics. The proposed engine 
will be the Behotec J-66 turbine delivering 
eight and a half kilos of thrust which given 
the Panther wing area and projected flying 
weight of twelve kilos should provide 
excellent performance. Plus, I already have 
a spare engine and accessories. That’s the 
plan!

three view drawing

There are drawings and drawings. Many 
are drawn by the publicity department of 
the manufacturer and circulated to potential 
buyers of the aircraft and as such they are 

The F9F-2 
drawing 

with -5 air 
intakes.

a sales aid and have no requirement to be 
that accurate. Some of these find their way 
into publications and thus become accepted 
as gospel. As an example, I ordered a  
F9F-2 Panther three view set from a re-
spected scale aviation magazine and found 
the air intakes were in fact drawn as a  
F9F-5 version even thought the actual 
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aeroplane dimensions were accurate. And 
of course you need a drawing set with cross 
sectional shapes.

Having decided on the prototype, the 
first step is to assemble the documenta-
tion and the more the better, not so much 
for the judges, but to discover how it all 
goes during the building process. At the 
minimum you need a three view drawing 
and colour pictures of the prototype. Once 
this is assembled you need to check for 
any discrepancies between the pictures 
and the three views and having a graphics 
program on your computer helps. I scanned 
and then traced the outlines of the three 
view drawing and then superimposed them 
over the scanned picture to high light any 
differences. I lucked out here as on my 
third three view set there were none that 
you could discern. Having got the model’s 
outlines and cross sections scanned in, its a 
simple matter to enlarge them to the model 
size, draw in the structure and print out a 
plan. You can take the file to a plan printer 
or as I did print it out an lots on A4 sheets 
and then tape them up. A case of doing it 
all yourself.

The paper patterns for the fuselage 
formers are cut out, then glued with a glue 
stick to the plywood sheet. A jig saw does 
the cutting, then they are clamped in align-

Rudder and elevator servos hide up the 
back. The long aluminium tube provides 

access for an extended hex key to tighten 
the top fin hold down screw. To get 

maximum craftmanship points all this 
stuff needs to be hidden. Since this pic 
was taken the elevator servo has been 

angled to better align the pushrod with 
the elevator control horn.

Ceramic Bearings
Now available in 

Australia
l	 Rings from high-alloyed  
 special steel

l Ceramic Balls

l Highest precision

l With or without retainer

l Operating temperature +300C

l D608/602 839 in stock

l D688/602 976 in stock

l Other sizes available on request

Available from: 
CGB Precision Products Pty Ltd

PH: 03 9584 5311  
Fax: 03 9584 7784
www.cgb.com.au

ment on a custom made fuselage jig. The 
centre section wing fold hinges were cut 
from one tenth thick titanium sheet ordered 
from smallparts.com in the US. Each hinge 
comprises two full size outer sections and 
two inner packing sections. The wing hinge 
fits between the outers of the centre section 
hinge. This assembly is bolted and epoxied 

Build your own turbine 
engine with our CNC 

machined parts that are 
made to  exacting  

tolerances.

Parts for:
GT-2000

KJ-66
MW-54

Plus custom machining of your own 
design service available.

CNC Turning
CNC Milling
Laser cutting

erwin hirt at eth enterprises
P.O. Box 899
Benalla. 3672

Phone: 03 5762 1973
Fax: 03 5762 1974

support@eth.com.au

to the centre section front spar with 3mm 
high tensile bolts and nylock nuts before 
the fuselage assembly starts. Once the 
stringers are in place, planking can com-
mence and its a long time since I did any. 
Any gaps between the planking edges are 
simply filled in with slivers of balsa and 
cyanoed in place. Once the top is planked, 
the fuselage is removed from the jig and 
the bottom stringered and planked.

When building an accurate scale model 
one comes across structural details that 
would be glossed over in a model of lesser 
accuracy. The three view drawing shows 
a radius on root end of the trailing edge of 
the outer wing panel. I first thought this 
was a drawing error but checking with the 
pictures revealed it to be accurate. This 
radius makes the chord of the outer panel 
extension of the trailing edge shorter than 
the mating centre section and if the root rib 
aerofoil for the foam core was plotted to 
match the centre section there would be a 
mismatch when trying to match this radius. 
It appears that the taper in the centre sec-
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The tricky wing trailing edge detail.
Note also the different air intake to the 

previous intake picture.

Wing hinge line

The PRoJeCT

Simjet in thrust we believe

Simjet 1200AES SP  15 lb thrust engine with full auto  transmitter ELECTRIC start.   
 Includes battery and IR data terminal $4110

Simjet 2300 AES SP 25-27 lb thrust engine with full auto transmitter ELECTRIC start.

 includes battery and IR data terminal $4850

Simjet 3000AES SP 30 lb thrust engine with full auto transmitter ELECTRIC start.

 includes battery and IR data terminal $5300

The SimJet series of miniature turbojet engines has been undergo-
ing constant development since 1991 and is today one of the most 

comprehensive and reliable units on the market. It is of a single shaft design with an 
annular combustion camber, a single stage compressor and single stage axial flow 
turbine. All SimJet miniature turbojet engines run on the standard Jet A/kerosene 
and 5 % oil mix. No separate oil reservoir required. Hybrid bearings are used, lubri-
cated by the fuel/oil mix, giving the system maximum cooling and minimal stress on 
the bearings. The thrust-to-weight ratio is 10 - 1, one of the highest presently on the 
market. All components are of the highest quality, all main parts are CNC machined 
to full size aviation standards.

All princes include GST

KYLe CoMMUNICATIoNS
 25 Cameron Road Burpengary 4505. QLD

Ph: 07 3888 7899. Fax: 07 3888 3899 
email: mark@kyle.com.au

Check our web site www.kyle.com.au
for the latest pricing

tion skins, ends outboard of the wing hinge 
line. A small modification to the root rib 
aerofoil and a balsa block insert at the trail-
ing edge solved that one.

Once the fuselage planking was 
completed, a coat of water based clear 
polyurethane paint was applied to the inner 
structure as recommended by Neil Giggins 
to seal the balsa from any kero leaks and 

When building 
keep the drawings 
and three views 
handy because you 
will often need 
to consult them. I 
stuck the three view 
copy to cardboard 
and the pictures are 
hinged with tape 
along the top edge. 
Simply swing the 
pics over to look at 
the three view.

The Intairco main gear retract unit is 
installed using 3mm fibreglass sheet 

between front and rear centre section 
spars. This method provides another level 

of shock absorbing. 
The linkage that connects each half of the 
elevators to the servo when the tailplanes 

are plugged in.. The front peg is on the 
hinge line while the rear peg engages in 

brass tube installed in the elevator. Access 
to the elevator servo is through the mating 

rib when the top of the fin is removed.

also the kero fumes that often exit from the 
engine after shutdown.

I like the simplicity of foam core fly-
ing surfaces, just cut two templates, cut 
out the foam to the planform and then cut 
the cores. You don’t even need a plan just 
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Composite- 
Arf 

INTAIRCO 
your one stop Jet Shop

JetCat turbines
P60 - 16.5lbs thrust P70 ------- 17lbs thrust 
P80 ----19lbs thrust P120 ----- 29lbs thrust 
P160---36lbs thrust P200  ---- 50lbs thrust 
P180---44lbs thrust 

Jet wheels and brakes from  
57-112mm main wheels and  

52-83mm in nose wheels. 

Visit www.intairco.net for  
Australia’s most comprehensive 

range of Jet Products or,
Phone: 03 9718 0120.  

Fax: 03 9718 0130. Mobile: 0418 787 696

NEW 

The Lightning will set new standards in 
Aerobatic Jet Flying - suits JetCat P160 

Turbine or similar!

The MKII Rookie kits now 
feature active canards and 
even more prefabrication!

INTAIRCO has been  
appointed Sole Distributors 
for Australia & New Zealand 
for the world famous  
Duralite Plus Battery  
Systems  Now in Stock!

SPH5  Heli engine

Intairco Landing Gear Systems. Powerbox Power  
Management Systems. Jet Accessories inc. Festo Tube Fittings
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a dimensional sketch. Typically it requires two to do it, one on 
each end of the foam cutting bow at each template. However with 
a tapered wing it can be done by one using the vanishing point 
technique. It one extends the line of the leading and trailing edges 
past the tip they meet at a point so that if the line of the cutting 
wire is terminated there, moving the other end through an arc over 
the templates produces an accurate form core. The trick is that the 
templates must be absolutely smooth with no wire drag or catch-
ing at all. To control the cutting wire heat I use a 240/60volt trans-
former with a light dimmer in the 60 volt side. Suitable nichrome 
wire can be bought at Jaycar electrical stores.

The balsa skinning sheets are joined using thin cyano and are 
glued to the foam cores after they are given a light sand, with 

At last the fuselage planking is completed. Now for the sanding 
and filling before skinning with a layer of one and half ounce 
fibreglass cloth expoxied in place. Lots of strenght and ding 

resistant. Three quarter ounce cloth would be lighter but does 
provide a lot of strength.
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For your nearest supplier, visit our website:

www.modelengines.com.au
Imported & distributed to hobby shops by sole agents 

Model Engines (Aust) Pty Ltd

JLT 1400
6kg thrust 

gas turbine*
The JLT-1400 is available with or 

without the GB Hobbies TCU (turbine 
control unit). Auto start unit 

also available.

Boomerang Jets & JLT Turbines

Wingspan: 1880mm
Length: 1830mm
Weight: 6.35kg
Fixed landing gear
included – retracts
optional.

Boomerang Intro
– the world’s best
turbine trainer.

Made by CMPro.

* Strict regulations apply to the operation of gas turbines. For a copy of these regulations visit www.maaa.asn.au

$1399

$1199
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SUPPLIER
FOR DETAILS OF THE COMPLETE PACKAGE! 
Boomerang Intro Jet Trainer, JLT-1400 engine complete with GB
Hobbies TCU, auto start unit & accessory pack.

RRP

Turbine only

$2299
includes turbine, TCU

and Auto start

RRP.

RRP.

turbine_jet ad  31/10/05  2:39 PM  Page 1
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The fuselage nose and wing tip tank plugs 
painted and ready for the application 
of wax and release agent before making 
the moulds . The full size fuselage nose 
section slides forward on rails, so on the 
model, easy access to service points is 
assured.

That long fuselage access hatch is held in 
place by pegs at the rear and steel piano 
wire in brass tubes as shown at the front. 
Access to the wires is via the removable 

nose cone.

laminating epoxy resin. A layer of one and 
half ounce fibreglass cloth between balsa 
and foam at stress points helps to spread 
the load. For real strength carbon fibre 
cloth can be used. The tapered tailplanes 
were a cinch to make using this method. I 
use white glue between the foam and wood 
leading edge and hinge line pieces and thin 
cyano at the joint line to lock it all up while 
the white glue dries.

So while you are reading this I will be 
busy making the nose and wing tip tank 
moulds, making a plug for the vacuum 
formed canopy, machining the oleo legs 
and wheels and starting work on the outer 
wing panels. No holiday over Xmas for 
this boy. Then ready to test fly while still in 
undercoat in January and all being well the 
real work starts, finishing the detail. The 
F-100 will of course serve as a backup, one 
never knows. 

Of course if you’re wondering why do 
it, I can not do any better than referring 
you to Ken Thomas’s explanation on page 
twelve.

You need a canopy plug as 
well. Plywood base cut to 
the base shape, plywood 
vertical cut to the profile and 
a plywood rib cut to the cross 
section. Then balsa block infill 
and shaped then sanded and 
filled and sanded and filled


